In the in t ro d u c t io n to this issue, Bernhard Scheid and I argue that for historiographical purposes, "Sninto" should be reserved as "a col lective term for various attempts made in different historical periods to unify kami practices and beliefs." In this sense, shin to is not somethine that has "existed" in Japanese society in some concrete and definable form during different historical periods; rather, it appears as a conceptualization, an abstraction that has had to be produced actively every time it has been used. In contrast to shrines, or even kami, which are part of the landscape and have formed a concrete focus for ritual action and theological speculation, Shinto has "existed" only as an outcome of such speculation, as an attempt to impose some form of coherence on a chaotic reality. In other words, shrines and kami are "things"一 or, to focus on another angle of the Saussurian tri angle, words that refer to something real and concrete; " s h m t o ， ， ，in contrast, is a concept that creates its own meaning, and that refers only to itself.
In this article, I argue that by approaching Shinto in this way, we may open up a new perspective on the classical question that we have inherited from Kuroda Toshio: whether "Shinto has existed without interruption throughout Japanese history," or "emerged as an inde pendent religion only in modern times" (Ku r o d a 1981) . Although I shall be drawing heavily on Kuroda5 s work in this article, I will attempt to offer a new angle on Kuroda's findings (as well as updating them on the basis of recent Japanese research), in the hope of offering a more fertile approach to the phenomenon of Shinto and its genesis.
Kuroda5 s treatment of Shinto takes the form of a deconstruction of Shinto history, in which phenomena that have been categorized by Shinto scholars as part of a single, coherent tradition are absorbed in the dominant religious and intellectual systems of each age, and conti nuity between them is either denied, or only grudgingly admitted.1 Kuroda disqualifies Shinto as a topic of research as "no more than a ghost image produced by a word linking together unrelated phenomena" (Kuroda 1981，p. 20) . He scatters the "phenom ena" "linked together" by the word ^hmto, and thus writes Shinto out of ancient and early medieval history. The only thing that has existed 4 4 through out Japanese h is t o r y ， ， ，K u r o d a implies, is this word, not the phenomena it has been said to refer to.
Kuroda's point can be rephrased by saying that it was the word Shinto that "linked together" phenomena that were originally unrelated, and thus created a new "ghost image." Here, Shinto appears as a con sciously created theological concept. As a concept， it was of course in many ways related to contemporary practices around shrines and kami, but it was by no means simply a convenient collective term used to refer to the totality of such practices. It will be argued below that as a theological concept, Shinto has had its own dynamics; its meaning has not been determined directly by the praxis of contemporary shrine cults, but rather by reflection on the word Shinto itself. Here, a new project emerges: to lay bare the emergence of ^hmto as a theo logical concept through an analysis of the semantic development of the term ネ申道{jindd， shintd, kami no michi) in historical sources. My contention in this article will be that this term was transformed from a 1 "Shinto theories may give the impression of continuity with [the later] Confucian Shinto and Kokugaku Shinto, but in reality they did not contain any ideas that are consistent with these [later schools]， ' (Kuroda 1979, p. 157) .
it is undeniable that there is a certain con tinuity to it all. Therein lies the problem" (Kuroda 1981, p. 20) .
"word" to a "concept" in the course of the Kamakura period， and that this transformation was of great importance to S h in t o ， s subsequent development into the self-defined religion that it is today.
As a theoretical framework, I am here drawing on the German field of Begriffsgeschichte, as pioneered by Reinhart Koselleck. In his intro duction to the nine-volume lexicon Geschichtliche Grundbegriffe, Kosel leck explains the difference between a word and a concept as follows:
The meaning of a word always refers to the signified, whether it is an idea or a thing. Here, the meaning is attached to the word, but at the same time it is also grounded in the content intended by the idea, the spoken or written context, or the social situation. A word can become unambiguous, because it is ambiguous. A concept, however, must remain ambiguous to be able to function as a concept. The concept is attached to the word, but is at the same time more than the word. A word becomes-in our method-a concept, when the totality of a sociopolitical complex of meaning in and for which the word is used, is included in that single word.2
To clarify his meaning, Koselleck argues that "the meaning of words can be determined exactly through definitions; concepts can only be interpreted" （ 1972， p. xxiii). In other words, a word becomes a concept when it is expansive in nature, creates its own meanings, and becomes "both a factor and an indicator of historical change" （ 1972， p. xiv)一 this in contrast to a word, which is constantly contracted， albeit in many different ways, through its application to specific things ana ideas.
The question I will ask here is whether the development of the word Shinto in Japanese can be understood in a similar way. If we treat ^hmto as a concept in Koselleck's sense of the term, that means that the word itself, and the attempts to eive it meaning in different historical and sociopolitical contexts, have been the prime factors that created the category of Shinto. Our task, then, becomes one of trac ing the history of these attempts, by following the word through history and assessing its role in shaping that history.
Similar attempts at tracing the shitting meaning of the word in dif ferent historical periods have been made before by a num ber of Japanese scholars. Most influential among them have been Tsuda Sokichi (1949 )， and Kuroda Toshio (1979， 1981， 1983 . Their findings must form the starting point for a semantic analysis of the term Shinto in historical sources. However, as pointed out recently by Murei Hitosm (2000) ， both these scholars base their conclusions on a rela tively small selection of texts; and also, their findings need to be reconsidered in the light of more recent research. As a first step towards such an evaluation, Murei has done us the extremely valuable service of compiling a list of 186 occurrences of the word, from the time of the Nihon shoki (720) to the Jesuit Japanese-Portuguese Dictio nary of 1603-1604，as well as 33 occurrences of the corresponding word in Chinese sources (where it is read shendao). Murei does not, however, offer an analysis of this material that goes beyond the occur rences of the word in the Nihon shoki~an d his conclusions differ from the ones I shall propose below.
Within the confines of this article, it will not be possible to follow the development of the term Shinto as far as the Edo period. I shall concentrate on the ancient and early medieval periods, because it was in this latter period that Shinto showed the first signs of developing into a concept in Koselleck's sense. For later periods, I will have to limit myself to some speculative remarks, which will have to be elabo rated further at another time and place.
"Shintd '， in the Nihon Shoki
Our analysis must begin with the first occurrences of the word Shinto in the Japanese sources. (Below, I will provisionally adopt the spelling shintd as a way to suspend judgement on the meaning of this term in the context of the quoted passages.) As is well known, the word made its debut in Japan in the Nihon shoki, where it occurs four times.3 Nihon shoki records that "Emperor [Yomei] believed in the Buddhist Dharma, and respected shintd" and that "Emperor [Kotoku] ... respected the Buddhist Dharma, and made light of shintd." Also, we read that this same enemy of shintd, Kotoku, issued an edict stating that Amaterasu had entrusted the land to her descendants with the words: "My children shall rule it, kannagara (惟神）. ， ，T h is final adverb is then explained in a note: "Kannagara means 'following shinto' or 'carrying shintd in oneself 一 or, perhaps, depending on how the character 自 is read, "carrying shintd naturally.M Much has been， ana is still beine made out of these classical occur rences. The traditional view, repeated in countless books and articles, is that Buddhism and Shinto in these passages are juxtaposed as two independent traditions, two religions of equal standing. When Bud dhism arrived, we are told, a term had to be invented for Japan's indigenous religion, and this term was Shinto.4 The occurrences of the term in the Nihon shoki are taken to document the early existence of an autonomous Shinto tradition, and thus warrant the tracing of Shinto's history as an unbroken tradition also in subsequent centuries.
This position has been criticized most thoroughly and famously by Kuroda Toshio, and his arguments need not be repeated here. Kuroda is not so clear, however, when it comes to his own interpretation of the word shintd in the Nihon shoki. He proposes three possible readings, implicitly in increasing order of probability:
1. Shintd here means "J a p a n 's indigenous re lig io n " (or, phrased somewhat differently, "popular [Japanese] beliefs in general， ， ）； 2. It means "the authority, power, activities, or deeds of a kami" ； 3. It means Daoism.
These first two possibilities derive from Tsuda sokichi (who favored meaning 1 for these passages); the last draws on Fukunaga Mitsuji， a specialist on Daoism who has argued for a prominent presence of Daoism in early Japan.
Fukunaga5 s position has been aptly characterized by Livia Kohn as "iconoclastic" （1995，pp. 401-5) .5 Fukunaga argues that Daoism played a central role in shaping early Japanese culture, and especially the imperial system. In particular, Fukunaga explains early religious developments in Japan as echoes of four stages posited for the devel opment of Chinese religion: from ( 1 ) shamanistic worship of ghosts and demons, first to (2) a formalized ritual system focusing on cosmo logical forces such as Yin and Yang, and then through (3) a phase focusing on meditation and mystical attainment, to (4) a large, organ ized synthesis of Buddhism and Daoism characterized by the religious ideal of saving all beings. Fukunaga claims that this second phase was called shendao, and that in ancient Japan, "shendao was transformed into Shinto and became the original form of Japanese higher religion, including the understanding of the gods in the first chapters in the Nihon shoki" (Kohn 1995，p. 403) . Kuroda builds on this by proposing that "it is possible to view these [^hmto] teachings, rituals, and even the concepts of imperial authority and of nation as remnants of an attempt to establish a Daoist tradition in Japan5 5 (Kuroda 1981，p. 6 ).
Fukunaga's position is iconoclastic in the sense that it subverts the traditional view of Shinto as uniquely Japanese; but, ironically, it also resurrects the notion that shintd in the Nihon shoki refers to a ，o r even the "form of Japanese higher religion." A closer look at the passages featuring this term in the Nihon shoki, as well as their original context, appears to be in order.
The first thing that strikes us is that the first two of the occurrences of the term shintd are very similar. Both contrast the emperor's atti tude to Buddhism with his attitude towards something else. A third parallel phrase can be found earlier in the Nihon shoki, where we read that "Emperor [Bidatsu] did not believe in the Buddhist Dharma, but was fond of lit e r a t u r e .， ， 6 These phrases all occur at the beginning of a new chapter, and give a brief characterization of a new emperor.
A point that would appear obvious but that is seldom made, is that in all instances， these phrases relate to the tale of the establishment of Buddhism in Japan. Bidatsu (572-585)， Yomei (585-587)， and Kotoku (645-654) all played some critical role in this tale. Bidatsu was the first emperor to actively suppress Buddhism, and is to this day widely reviled as the emperor who forced Soga no Umako, the early protec tor of the Buddha in Japan, to hand over the three young nuns who served at his Buddhist chapel for whipping.7 Bidatsu died soon after, and was succeeded by Yomei. This emperor fell ill in the second year of his reign while attending the kami ritual of Niiname-no coinci dence, surely~and subsequently expressed his wish to become a fol lower of the Buddhist Three Treasures. When his ministers opposed him in this, "the emperor's sores became worse and worse" ； but just before his death, a certain Tasuna of the Kuratsukuribe clan presented him with a large Buddha image and a temple-the first temple of the revived Japanese Buddhism.8 After this, six generations passed until Kotoku. Kotoku was Nakatomi no Kamatari's ally in overthrowing the Soga clan, the first patrons of Buddhism in ancient Japan. In the first year of Taika (645)， he issued an edict assuring the court's future pro tection of Buddhism, albeit under strict court control.9 This edict laid the foundations for the Ritsuryo Buddhism of the classical period.
Together, these three emperors form a set of central characters in 6 Aston 1972, v As to the intended meaning of the term shintd, the Nihon shoki gives us only one clue, in the form of a note to the remark that Emperor Kotoku "made light of shintd." Here, we read: "as is instanced by his cutting of the trees of the shrine of Ikukunidama.， ' This makes it clear that shintd refers to shrines and their deities. As to the cutting of these trees, opinion is divided over the question why this was done; some argue that the timber was used for the building of the new palace at Naniwa, others for a temple.1 1 In each case, it is clear that "making light of shintd" here means w treating kami with disrespect." However, when it is said that Emperor Kotoku made lieht of shintd this does not mean that he did not rely on kami myth and ritual to legitimize imperial power. We have already seen that he issued an edict stating that power is executed by the imperial lineaee kannagara, "following sninto.M The word k a n n am ra is used frequently in the M an 'yoshu and elsewhere (though never with these characters or with this explanation). It means "as a kami, in the capacity of a k a m i， ， ' and thus identifies imperial power as sacred kami-power. Obviously, Emperor Kotoku made light of some kami, but not of others.
Pulling together the scarce data that we have, we may conclude that the term shintd was pioneered by a monk in the official account of the establishment of Japanese Buddhism, and that it referred to shrines and their kami. A final point that needs to be made is that these occurrences of the term shintd are extremely isolated. The word shintd does not occur anywhere else in the Nihon shoki. In its sequel, the huge Shoku Nihongi, it occurs only once (see below). The word does not occur at all in any other contemporary official compilations or documents-neither the Kojiki, the M an ^oshu or the Fudoki. In the genre of official texts, the word was very rare indeed.
Different conclusions have been drawn from these facts. Perhaps the most common is that the term occurs only in the Nihon shoki because it should be regarded as diplomatic jargon. In this view, the word was used only in the Nihon shoki because this was a state document, written with an audience of foreign (Chinese) diplomats in mind. Shintd was a political term, invented to give expression to the new national identity of Japan, with the kami-born emperor at its head. Since the term was a term of international relations, there was no use for it in documents for domestic use.1 2 My own view is different. First of all, the Japanese of this period were too sophisticated in the ways of diplomacy to believe that a rheto ric of imperial power based on the emperor's descent from and con trol over indigenous deities would impress the Chinese. Obviously, this kind of rhetoric was designed to have a domestic impact, rather than an international one. Moreover, it cannot be a coincidence that the term shintd occurs only in those parts of the Nihon shoki that deal with the establishment of Japanese Buddhism, and that are likely to have been drafted by a Buddhist monk. Rather than diplomatic jar gon, it would seem logical to think of the term as Buddhist jargon.1 3 This view is strengthened by the fact that the term occurs relatively frequently in early Japanese Buddhist texts from the late eighth century onwards. Here, we encounter the term shintd in a different but yet related context: the domestication of local Japanese deities by Bud dhism. After the Nihon shoki, the word reappears for the first time in Tado jin g u ji garan engi narabi ni shizaicho多度神宮寺伽藍縁起并資財帳， a document from /88 relating to the Tado shnne-temple, founded in 763. Here, the term is used in the oracle of the kami of Tado that inspired the founding of the shrine-temple:
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This position is argued by, for example, M i t s u h a s h i Takeshi (1996) and M urei
Hitoshi (2000) . 」 The first to point out this possibility was, perhaps surprisingly, the Shinto ideologue O no Motonori (1954) . O no argues that Shinto must be understood as a Buddhist term that is in some way related to the rokudd (the six paths of transmigration). However, he remains unable to locate a source for the term in this sense in Buddhist texts.
At that time， a certain person became possessed by the deity and said: "I am the kami of Tado. I have created evil karma through many kalpas， and received the karmic retribution of shintd, (Z G R 2 7^p . 350)
Another early occurrence of the term in a similar context is in the biography of Saicho, the patriarch of Japanese Tendai Buddhism.
Here we read that this Great Master climbed the mountain of Kaharu 賀春 and "warmly saved the shintd" who dwelt there. This proves, we are told，that the power of his goodness and his mercy extended everywhere, even "beyond his four obligations" as a monk (smon no hoka 四恩之外）. 14 As was pointed out already by Kono Seizo before the war (and m more detail by Tsuda Sokichi just after the war)， the term shintd here appears to mean little more than " k a m i， ， ，o r perhaps "the state of being a k a m i.， ， 15 It is applied especially to troublesome kami, kami who obstruct Buddhism or otherwise need Buddhist help. Here we are reminded of Emperor Kotoku5 s troubles with the sninto of Ikuku nidama. It is tempting*" to see this instance of the term in the same light as these sliehtly later Buddhist examples. (The example where shintd is used to gloss kannamra, on the other hand, cannot be explained in this way.) 16 Recently, the Chinese origin of the term in tms sense has been pointed out by Yoshida Kazuhiko (1996) . Yoshida focuses on Tado jin g u ji garan engi narabi ni shizaicho and points out that the vocabulary and the reasoning in this document are patterned closely after Chi nese examples. This is a spectacular challenge to a long history of research into the relations between Buddhism and the kami in Japan. Scholars have always assumed that the phenomenon of domesticating the kami by Buddhist means constituted a clear departure from Chinese Buddhism, and was a core element of the Japanization of Buddhism. Yosnida, however, points to a whole list of passages in Gaosengzhuan 高僧伝 and Xu gaosengzhuan fe咼 僧 (collections of biograpnies of 14 Eimn Daishi den 敷山大師伝， ZGR 8，ge, p. 471. The four obligations are towards one's parents, the sentient beings, the king, and the Three Treasures o f Buddhism . Earlier, Saicho had founded a shrine temple on this mountain in Kyushu on his way to China, and he had enjoyed the protection of this kami on his travels.
15 Kono Seizo 1924, p. 204; Tsuda Sokichi 1949, p. 3. eminent Chinese monks), where the term shendao is used in exactly the sense of "non-Buddhist deities who obstruct Buddhism, or deities who are domesticated by Buddhist monks." Phrases such as "receiving the karmic retribution of shintd" stem directly from these sources. It was argued by Tsuda Sokichi already in 1950 that at least the first of these biographies, the Gaosengzhuan (519)， was used as reference material for the editing of the Nihon shoki、account of the introduc tion of Buddhism to Japan.17 When we now find that the same source was used in documents explaining the Buddhist domestication of the kami, we can hardly conclude otherwise than that shintd was, indeed, a Buddhist term， adopted in Japan from Buddhist sources such as the Goasengzhuan.
When we arrive at this conclusion, we also have to reconsider the received reading shintd. No glosses give us clear information about the original reading oi the term; we encounter the first furigana only in a Chinese tale recorded in Konjaku mono gat arishit 今 昔 物 語 集 (early twelfth century)， where we read about an old lady who was so "deeply deluded" that she "served the jindd and did not believe in the Three Treasures.5,18 Here, the character combination is read in the g o ， o n form one would expect of a Buddhist term. Also, the context is very similar to that in the himon shoki, in jindd derives its meaning from its opposition to Buddhism. In the Nihon shoki, most editions read 神道 as kami no michi, parallel to hotoke no minori for 仏法，the "Buddhist Dharma," in the same passages;19 when we understand hotoke no minori to be the ^n-readine of buppo, it is logical to conclude that kami no michi is the corresponding ^n-reading of jindd.
In fact, the reading shintd appears in the sources for the first time only in the early fifteenth century. In 1419， when the Tendai monk Ryohen 良is lectured on the Nihon shoki, he commented on the word as follows:
On the term ネ 申 道 : we do not read this jindd but shintd, without voicing, to indicate its straightforward character (sugu naru gi 直フ ノ レ 義 )• Straightforward means that it is just as it is (ari no mama 有 ノ 任).2 0 Tsuda 1950, v o l.2, pp. 93 ff; cf. also Inoue 1961， pp. 229-30. Yoshida (1996 adds that Doji, whom Inoue suggests is the author of the passages relating to the introduc tion of Buddhism in the Nihon shoki, studied at Ximing-si 西明寺 in Chang'an， the temple When we take a closer look at the occurrences of jin dd listed by Murei, we notice that the term was in the Nara and Heian periods almost exclusively used in the meaning "the authority, power, activi ties, or deeds of k a m i， ， ' as areued already by Tsuda Sokichi. If we were to translate the term, in most cases "the realm of the kami" suggests itself most stronely. In some cases, this realm is placed in clear contrast to Buddhism; in others, this is not so clear-or， at least, not explicit.
It is not hard to find examples where jindd is contrasted to, or sup plements Buddhism. In 829， the kami Wakasahiko announced that he wished to "be delivered from [the realm of] jindd by taking refuee in the Buddhist D h a r m a .， ， 21 In 836， Emperor Ninmyo dispatched monks to the provinces to read the Lotus Sutra at a ranee of shrines in order to "turn bad fortune into g o o d ， ， ，e x p la in in g in an imperial pronounce ment that "serving the jin ao is no equal to the power of the One Vehi cle.M 2 2 In 859，the monk Eryo 恵売 of Enryaku-ji petitioned for two annual ordinands who were to read specified sutras for the kami of Kamo a n d Kasuea. In areuing for these aDpointm ents, Eryo identified the kami as "expedient aspects" (gon 権 ) or "traces" (suijaku 垂迹) of the Buddha, and stated that "the jindd cuts through troubles solely by relying on the sword of wisdom [of the Buddha who] subdues and controls [ e v il] .， ， 23 Here， the "sword of wisdom" stands for the power of Buddhism, and the implication is that the services of the annual ordi nands Eryo asked for would improve the powers of the kami of Kamo and Kasuga. In 1065， when Enryaku-ji monks read the Ninndkyd at the Kamo shrine to remedy a drought, a little snake appeared and spit out some water, causing a shower of rain to fall. Our source, the Buddhist history Fuso ryakki 扶桑略g己 ，comments: "We praise the power of the Buddhist Dharma, and the mysterious responsiveness (mydkan 冥感、of the j i n d d . Finally, jindd occurs as a category of poetry in Gorihoshu 江吏部集， a compilation of Chinese verse by Oe no Masahira (952-1012). Here, jindd is used in contradistinction to the category of "Buddhist teachings"
釈教).25
In rare cases, jindd is contrasted to the human rather than the Bud dhist realm. In 828，for example, Emperor Ju n n a eave orders to enquire of the kami of Kitayama whether the current floods were due to "recurrent flaws in our government, or damage caused by the jindd.^26 More often， the word was used on its own, as a rare synonym for the more common jingi. A telling example is the one occurrence of the term in the Shoku Nihongi, the voluminous sequel to the Nihon shoki. In 782， Emperor Kanmu was in mourning, and therefore unable to carry out shrine rituals; this caused so much trouble that the Minister of the Right addressed the emperor as follows:
The Here, "one should not deny the existence of the ]iudd" (ネ中退難評) appears to be a set expression; I encountered it in Gan B a o ， s introNihon sandai jitsuroku, entryJogan 1/8/28. SZKT 4, p. 37. "Subdue and control" trans lates ckdgyo 調御， an epitheton of the Buddha "who brings the passions of man under control as a master does a wild elephant or horse."
24 Fuso ryakki 29, entry Kohei 8/5/21. SZKT 12, pp. 301-2.
In the case of waka poetry, the practice oi including a separate section of kami poems was first adopted in the imperial compilation Senzai 切 み & 千載不ロ歌集 (1188) duction to his collection of ghost stories, the Soushen j i 捜神g己 （ early fourth century), as quoted in Jinshu 晋 書 (635)， the dynastic history of the Jin dynasty.28 Here, the term derives from a non-Buddhist context, and compares the Japanese kami to the ghosts that feature in Chinese tales of the supernatural. Jindd is here used as a stylistic flourish taken from Chinese literature; revealingly, the Minister of the Right reverts to jin g i when he chooses his own words.
In some cases, jindd similarly means kami, without a clear Buddhist ansrle. In 81b The first author to take the term into use regularly, however, appears to have been Oe no Masafusa (1041-1111). Murei lists no less than nine passages by Masafusa including the term. One of these pas sages is an engi, explaining the origin of the practice of "ceaseless nenbutsu" at Iwashimizu H acnim aneu. Here, Masafusa explains the relationship between Buddhism and the jindd as follows:
妨 Jin s h u 82, G an Bao zhuan 干宝伝 reads:足以明神道之不評也. De Woskin and Crump (1996, p. xxvii) translate this as "it is enough to make clear that the spirit world is not a lie." This reference is not mentioned in the SNKBT annotation to the Shoku Nihongi, which strangely argues that 課 means "to defile" (kegasu). I found this source through an example quoted in Ih is passage is one of the earliest explicit statements of the doctrine of honji suijaku 本地垂迹，w h ic h identifies kami as "traces" (suijaku) of Buddhist "originals" (honji) I t was in the eleventh century that this doctrine, which in Japan can be traced back to Eryo5 s request for kami ordinands quoted above, began to be applied to individual kami. Oe no Masafusa played a central role in this development; particular honji for the kami of Ise, Kumano, Kamo, Matsuo, Inari, Kasuea, Sumiyoshi, Hie, Gion， Kitano, and Aso all appear for the first time in Masafusa's writings.35 All but one of these honji are mentioned in ritual texts, often intentions (keibyaku 啓白， gnnmon 原頁文) read when offering scriptures, Buddhist images, or other Buddhist objects to kami. The other eieht occurrences of the term jin d d quoted by Murei are all from ritual documents of this kind.
With Oe no Masafusa, the term jin dd became the focus of a new doctrine about the relationship between Buddhism and local aeities in Japan: honji suijaku. With the spread of honji suijaku practice, jindd came to be understood as a designation for the local "traces" of dis tant buddhas, and the word was primarily used in Buddhist writings on Buddnist rituals focusing on these traces. One typical example can be cited from Nakatomi harae kunge 中駆訓角率， a twelfth-century text that sets out to clarify the esoteric Buddhist meaning of the Nakatomi purification formula, which by this time had been incorporated in var ious combinatory rituals. This text systematically looks for correspon dences between kami myths, practices, and rituals on the one hand, and esoteric Buddhist doctrine on the other. At the basis of the text's combinatory framework lies the identification of Amaterasu with Dainichi, the definition of Japan as the "Original Land of Dainichi， " and an interpretation of the ritual of purification as "a secret tech nique to extinguish transgressions, to produce good， and to achieve immediate enlightenment." It is in this context that the term jin dd appears in the text: 35 See Y o s h i h a r a Hiroto 1994. dhas constitute the essence of the various kami. Therefore it is written in a sutra: "The buddhas dwell in non-duality, and they always manifest their traces in the jindd." (Teeuwen and Van der Veere 1998， p. 21) Here, the jindd is presented not only as a form, but as the only form in which communication with the buddhas is possible in Japan. Because they are "non-dual， " the buddhas do not appear in our dualistic world， and the kami are our only channel to the salvation embodied by the buddhas. Moreover, it is worth noting that the term is here used without hesitation in a quotation from a (no doubt imaginary) sutra. In late medieval and early modern times, after the term had developed into a concept, this choice of terminology immediately branded this quotation, and indeed the whole text, as a fake; but in the twelfth century, jindd was still naturally understood as a Buddhist term.
Looking back on the development of the term jin dd in the Nara and Heian periods, I hope to have made a convincing argument for the fact that the term served mainly as a Buddhist alternative to the Confucian/official jingi. In the earliest sources, the term often carried a negative connotation: it labeled local deities as non-Buddhist, and therefore as troublesome and in need of Buddhist conversion. Later, when honji suijaku became established as a combinatory system, jindd came to be used as a technical term for kami in their capacity of sui jaku: the concrete, local traces of abstract, distant buddhas.
Conceptualization
In the senses described above, jindd can hardly be described as a con cept in the sense of Koselleck. Jindd referred to concrete beings, "the k a m i， ， ，a n d changed meaning in parallel with changes in kami prac tice. Such changes were not propelled by speculations on jin dd as a concept; rather, the term gradually acquired a customary set of con notations, a characteristic context that defined the associations that the word would give rise to among educated readers: "the kami as Buddhist traces." It did not yet possess the expansive nature of a con cept, because it did not propel historical change.
Change, of course, was dramatic in the history of shrines and kami during the latter half of the Heian period. This was the time when the court system of offerings to twenty-two selected shrine-temple com plexes came into being， a system that has rightly been described as the foundation without which "Shinto-as described by Kuroda Toshiow ould never have been b o rn d u rin g the K am akura p e rio d " (G rapard 1988， p. 249). Also, practice at shrines was utterly transformed in the course of the tenth through twelfth centuries. At the beginning of this period, shrines were almost exclusively sites where clan and court rep resentatives made periodical offerings on a few set days a year. From the late tenth century onwards, however, shrine visits for personal rea sons began to become popular in court circles, including the imperial house. I h i s process has been painstakingly described by M itsuhashi Tadashi (2000， c h .1)， who discerns three stages in the transformation of shrine practice: from participation in clan matsuri, first to the send ing of offerings (both public and private) to shrines on matsuri days, and then to shrine visits and pilgrimages, both on matsuri days and, later, also on other days.
Parallel to this, Mitsuhashi traces the transition from a system of "matsuri priests," or priests who were appointed shortly before the annual shrine festival and functioned as such only for the duration of the festival, to "shrine p r ie s t s ， ， ， w h o settled near a shrine and served as its p e rm an e n t priests (M itsuhashi 1993). The n o tio n o f professional shrine priests became feasible first when private shrine visits, pilgrim ages, and private donations to shrines had become sufficiently fre quent. Even at Kasuga, which was the main clan shrine of the Fujiwara and as such was treated relatively generously by the court, the first permanent shrine priest appears in the sources only in 992， when the "matsuri priest" Onakatomi no Tamemoto 大中臣為元 was reappointed as "permanent resident priest"~which he remained until his death in c a .1047.36 Even at Ise, which had been exceptional in the sense that there had been a permanent priest (negi) at each of the two main shrines since an unknown date, the number of permanent priests began to rise first in 950, to reach twelve (six at each shrine) by 1002， and sixteen by 1221.
Perhaps the most important factor sustaining the emergence of a permanent priesthood was the donation of lands to shrines, control over tax-free lands (shoen 荘園，mikuriya 御厨，misono 御園) provided a lasting economic base for the establishment of a shrine priesthood. At the same time, small branch shrines were erected on shrine estates, brineine cults of clan deities to areas far away from the old clan lands. These so-called shoen shrines were to play a central role in the social organization of village communities (so 5®) from the late Kamakura period onwards; it was around these shrines that the popular shrine cults that we know from late medieval and early modern times first emerged (H agiwara 1975) .
36 Mitsuhashi 1993， p. 4 1 .The source is Nakatomi shashi み owiw 中臣社司補任.
It was also in this period that we encounter the first attempts at con ceptualizing jindd. A first prerequisite for such a conceptualization to take place is that an established group of people adopts a term as a self-designation, and then proceeds to derive its self-identity from it. A striking first example of the use oi jindd in this sense can be found in Mitsunokashiwa denki ニ角柏伝記， a brief engi-typc text compiled at an Ise estate that supplied the shrines with "sacred oak" ( mitsu no kashiwa) timber for ritual use, and that accommodated a shrine-temple com plex where Buddhist services (horaku 法楽） were performed for the Ise deities. The text is usually dated to 1170 or earlier, but parts of it must have been rephrased or added at a later date. In Mitsunokashiwa denki we encounter the following passage:
Court lineages (kokka) give priority to rewards and punish ments, Buddhist lineages (bukke) to compassion, kami lineages {jindd) to purity, and lay lineages (zaike) to honesty.37
Here, jindd occurs in parallel with different kinds of lineages (ka/ke 豕 ），a n d thus refers to a well-defined，self-conscious body of kami priests who have their own function in society, and therefore their own priorities. Here, this function places them between Buddhist and lay lineages, quite in accordance with the understanding of the role of the kami m the honji suijaku system.
In this same text, however, we also encounter for the first time a radically different perception of the kami, which turns honji suijaku order o n its head: Kami ネ 申 is the first transformation of the one qi， producing life from notnmgness. Buddha 仏 is enlightenment. Monk 僧 is purity. Sage 聖 is the unconditioned. Common 凡 is the condi tioned. Ultimately, the gods of heaven and earth and all the buddhas are united in the Tathagata of Orisrinal Enlighten ment, in wmch the trichiliocosm is one. Here, kami has come to mean something more fundamental than buddha. Suddenly, the term is related to the cosmogony, and defined as the ground for all existence. Also, kami here does not refer to a concrete being, but rather to an abstract principle that existed in pure form at the time of the cosmogony, and that produces life. This new 37 Kokubungaku Kenkyu Shiryokan p. 365. In what at first sight appears to be a close par allel, Kuroda (1981, p . 17) claims that in R u iju jin g i hongen (by Watarai Ieyuki, q.v.), Shinto "is juxtaposed to bukke (Buddhist schools) " ； but the term juxtaposed to bukke in this text is shake l 家 "shrine lineages， '， not shintd. Ieyuki does, however, use jin d d in a similar way when he describes his own tradition as jin d d ネ申道門風， a ^jindo lin e a g e s e e below.
definition of kami constituted a radically new, and extremely fertile development in kami theology. The novelty of this new kami concept cannot be overemphasized. We find nothing in earlier sources to fore shadow the sudden appearance of this vision of kami as a cosmological force-and especially not of kami as an abstract concept， rather than a word referring to a named, localized deity.38 Koselleck has pointed out that many concepts take the form of a "collective singular" ： Geschichte, for example, begins to function as a concept when "histories" (in the sense o f "stories"）are raised to becom e H istory-hochstiliert, is Kosel leck^ untranslatable term (K o se lle ck 1979, pp. 270-77) . In the pas sage q u o te d here, a sim ilar p h e n o m e n o n can be observed: p lu ra l kami are hochstiliert to become a collective singular "Kami." We will encounter more examples of this collective singular below.
Relating to the definition of kami, Mitsunokashiwa denki goes on to clarify that there are three categories of kami, corresponding to the three kinds of enlightenment set out in such Mahayana works as the Daijo kishin ron大乗起信論and Shaku makaen rwz釈摩言可衍論： 1 .The kami of original enlightenment, Amaterasu who dwells at Ise. This kami is the "eternal，unchanging, wondrous body of original, pure presence" (rishd 理 性 ），o r "the pri mordial kami of original enlightenment and original besdnning•" (hongaku honsho no ganjtn 本覚本ネ刀/^元 ネ 申 ). 2. Kami of no enlightenment, such as the kami of Izumo.
1 hese kami "lose their mind-kami" even while seeing the Three Treasures and hearing the Sanskrit sounds of the buddhas, and dwell forever in the four evil realms. 3. Kami of acquired enlightenm ent, such as the kami of Iwashimizu and Hirose. Ihese awaken from their delusions after many rebirths thanks to the teachings of the buddhas, and have thus returned to their original enlightenment, but should be distinguished from the kami of the first category.
This categorization would hereafter become a recurrent theme in texts about kami, and was to be repeated aeain and again in a ereat variety of contexts right up to the early modern period. It was, of course, on the first of these categories that theological speculation concentrated. In Mitsunokashiwa denki this category was limited to Ise; but in the course of the Kamakura period we encounter similar the 38 In M urei5 s list (2000, p. 55 ologies also at other places, notably the shrine-temple complexes of Hiei/Hie and Miwa. The category of "kami of original enlightenment" was based on the identification of Amaterasu with Dainichi, and other shrines latched on to this by identifying their kami with Amaterasu. Speculation along these lines, then, developed in the form of specula tion on Ise and its deity Amaterasu.
Original Enlightenment and Primeval Chaos
Ih is speculation took two routes. One was through Buddhist chan nels, by identifying Amaterasu with Dainichi or the Dharma-body, the eternal, unchanging foundation of all existence. Again, we may quote a typical example from Mitsunokashiwa denki, occurring just before the passages quoted above:
Kami is the principle of heaven-like changelessness ( tennen fudd no ri 天然不動之理） ， identical to the body of Dharma nature. Therefore the kami of emptiness is True Reality {jisso 実相） ，a n d is called the August Deity of the Great Origin. When it appears, it is called the Shining Imperial Deva. It becomes the sun and the moon, is suspended eternally and never falls. It becomes kami and it becomes emperor, it is eter nal and never changes. For [the liberation] of the sentient beings from karma, it has set up a Precious Foundation on the sacred rock (iwasaka 磐境）of Mount Sumeru, and illuminates the Three Worlds, bringing benefits to the myriad things. Therefore it is called "the August One Who Illuminates All" [an honorary title of Dainichi j or Ohirume [another name for Amaterasu]. Since it descended to the Middle Land of Abun dant Reed Plains (Japan), we call it by the name of， and describe its forms as "the Two Imperial Heaven-Shining Great 1 his passage uses the association between Dainichi and Amaterasu to construe a non-personal, abstract concept of kami, identical to such terms for the Absolute as Dharma nature, True Reality, or the Great Origin. Ih is "kamified" Absolute is then pulled down to a specific location, in this instance Ise, where it appears in the form of a "Precious Foundation" built on the indestructible bedrock of Mount Sumeru-a description of Ise inspired by ancient norito，w h e r e the shrines are said to be "set u p o n the bedrock beneath the p la in o f Yamada in Watarai."39 In this way, the Ise shrines are transformed into a site of cosmic dimensions, linked directly both to the undifferentiated Absolute, and to the creation of the differentiated world, of which it forms the sacred center. Ise is the place where the Absolute touches our world，and where it dispenses benefits directly to the sentient beings. It does this in the form of kami-a term that no longer refers only to the concrete "traces" of transcendent buddhas, but that has acquired a supreme transcendent quality of its own. The interpretation of kami as something original, primeval, and fundamental turned it into a natural focus for original enlightenment thought and practice. As I have discussed in more detail elsewhere (Teeuwen 2000) ，this view o f kam i gave rise to the n o tio n that the buddhas represent the (inferior) acquired enlightenment of exoteric Buddhism, while the kami embody the (superior) original enlighten ment of esoteric Buddhism.40 Towards the end of the Kamakura period, we encounter these ideas not only in doctrinal contexts, but also in a rap idly expanding range of esoteric initiations and rituals focusing on kami.
A second, radically different route towards a conceptualization of kami in terms of the cosmogony was through Yin-Yang theory. In Mitsunokashiwa denki, we encounter the following attempt in this direction:
When Heaven and Earth first separated, there was pure and turbid in the qi of the [primordial] waters. These transformed and became Ym and Yang. Ym and Yang changed into Heaven, Earth, and Man. Therefore, kami is the one qi of the transfor mation of the Way, the Being that exists within the Non-being. When the Buddha calls the Kami of emptiness True Reality, he means to say that it is indestructible. (Kokubungaku Kenkyu Shiryokan, p. 366) The first sentence in this passage refers to Chinese theories about the origin of the universe. O f special importance in relation to our topic was the idea that the cosmogony can be described as a process of gradual differentiation, from nothingness (the Way, defined both as the nothingness in which the universe exists, and as an absolute entity that pervades all existence), to ( 1 ) the "one qi"-the matter or energy that gives rise to all physical existence, to (2) turbid, heavy Ym and pure, light Yang，to (3) Heaven, Earth, and Man, and finally to the myriad things that constitute our world.41 In this scheme, kami (or, rather, the collective singular Kami) was conceptualized as straddling both the Way and the one qi; the exact position of kami in this scheme 40 See also Jacqueline Stone 1999， especially pp. 40-43.
41 Based on a quotation from Laozi shuyi in R u iju jin g i hongen, ST vol. Ise Shinto jo, p.
402.
was to become a standard topic for doctrinal discussions later.
A similar passage, but in terms of jin dd rather than kami, can be found in Zo Ise nisho daijingu hoki hongi 造伊勢ニ所大神宮宝基本記，t h e "Original Record of the Building of the Precious foundation that is the Two Great Shrines of Ise." This text is usually dated to the early thirteenth century, and identified as the earliest text or Watarai (Ise) Sninto. It reads:
Jindd appears from the borders of primeval chaos, and returns to the beginning of primeval chaos.1 he 1 hree Treasures destroy the illusion of Being and Non-beingr, and recover True Reality. The kami punish evil, and lead us to the source of cor rectness. The buddhas set up teachings and instructions, and eliminate our desires.4 2
Here, jindd refers to the state of "primeval chaos" (konton 混池） ，a n d is therefore given precedence over Buddhism. "Primeval chaos" denotes the state of the cosmos before Ym and Yang, or Heaven and Earth sep arated; at the same time, it is an ideal state of absolute union, to which man must aspire to return. Chaos occurs in this meaning elsewhere in the text, where Amaterasu pronounces in an oracle that "a man of kami preserves the original state of chaos and covers his breath con cerning the Buddhist D h a r m a .， ， 43
In this passage, jindd seems to mean something different from kami. Jindd appears as a parallel to Buddhism, focusing on primeval chaos as Buddhism focuses on True Reality. Kami, on the other hand, corre sponds not to Buddhism as a system but rather to concrete buddhas. The kami are here given precedence over the buddhas, but otherwise feature in their typical honji suijaku role: acting locally to punish those who oppose the instructions of the distant buddhas. In this early pas sage, then, the new jtndo concept is only making its first tentative inroads into a traditional honji suijaku understanding of the kami. In R uiju jin g i hongen, Watarai Ieyuki quotes lenethy discussions on the meaning of the term shendao in this Izjzng-passage.46 Two points stand out when we compare this shendao with the jindd that we encountered above. First of all, the stress has shifted from shen to dao. In established Japanese usage, jindd meant "the realm of the k a m i， ， ' and its meaning was determined by the first element of the compound; but in the \ijing commentaries, shen is secondary to dao, the Way. Dao is the ref erent, and shen serves to describe it. Drawing on another passage in the Injiug，shen is explained as "that which is neither Ym nor Yang." Shen is what causes Ym and Yang to go through endless transforma tions, and in tms way, we read, shen creates life.47 Dao, on the other hand, is defined as Non-being, and can only be known through study ing shen as it is active in the process of endless transformation. Know ing dao leads one to goodness, humanity, and wisdom, and forms the basis for the conduct of men of nobility. Together with the shift from shen to dao, the word shen has also changed meanine. Now, it denotes not "deities" but "the divine," as an abstract concept.
From the late Kamakura period onwards, this new concept or jindd was used actively to redefine kami worship. It was at tms time that the 45 Legge, tr Reading on, we learn that kizen refers to the state that preceded the separation of heaven and earth, namely, primeval chaos.49 Here, then, jindd refers to a "lineage" that defines its ultimate aim as union with primeval chaos, attained through purity.
It is important to stress that this new concept oi jindd by no means ruled supreme from the Kamakura period onwards. In most medieval texts， the word continued to be usea m the older meaning of "kami as traces of buddhas and bodhisattvas." To mention just one famous example, in A gui's Smntdshu ネ申道集(or Jinddshu}), a collection of shrine legends from the mid-fourteenth century, we read under the title "O n the origin oi jtndo': "When we look for the originals (honji) of shinmei and jin d d we find that they are the various bodhisattvas; traces of the various bodhisattvas is what the shinmei and jindd a r e .， ， 50
Even so, the new definition of jindd did have a clear impact in Bud dnist contexts too. An example may be quoted from a medieval Tendai text translated by Jacque line Stone (1999, pp. 165-66): There are four reasons why kami correspond to original enlightenment. First， when one visits a shrine, one offers In this passage, the kami as original enlightenment and the kami as primeval chaos have merged into a seamless whole. Moreover, this new understanding of kami is here not derived from obscure Chinese sources or abstruse doctrinal arguments, but emerges naturally from such basic practices as the offering of water to kami, and tea to bud dhas.
This example illustrates that the two "routes" towards identifying the kami with the cosmogony should be understood as two sides of the same coin. When Watarai Ieyuki collected passages around the theme or jindd, \ln-Yang, and the cosmogony, he placed them side by side with quotations from texts from what he labeled as "Buddhist lin eages/5 that stress the theme of original enlightenment. Rather than two "routes" it would perhaps be better to speak of two idioms， which were to a certain degree kept separate, but were ultimately under stood to point to the same truths. Both idioms stressed that the kami (or a collective singular Kami) represented some primeval, undiluted essence, that could be unlocked through the practice of purity.
It was in this sense, as we have seen above, that the "straightforward" reading shintd without the "turbid" nigori (voicing)， was first cre ated. At this point, then, the transformation oi the word jindd finally reached the stage at which we can safely speak of a "concept" called Shinto.
Concluding Remarks
Above, I have traced the emergence of the concept of Shinto from an earlier word jindd. I contend that jin dd was originally introduced to Japan as a Buddhist term， with reference to the kami as non-Buddhist, local deities. In the course of the eleventh century, the word acquired a more or less fixed context within the framework of honji suijaku, as a designation for kami as Buddhist traces; with this, the term became part of a Buddhist discourse, and its usage was consolidated. From the late twelfth century onwards, however, the word was given a radically new meaning, drawing on what one might argue is a different Chinese term shendao， a homonym of the Buddhist term that had found its way into Japanese usage some centuries earlier. The new term， with roots in the Yijing， was related to the cosmogony, and to Daoist ideas and practices around primeval chaos. In Japan， these ideas converged with original enlightenment thought, and this laid the basis for the devel opment of Shinto as a concept.
I call this new Shinto a "concept" for two reasons. First, ^hmto is not a "word" in Koselleck's sense: it cannot be made unambiguous by contracting it to something outside the concept itself. Secondly, it acted both as a factor and an indicator of historical change. The con cept of Shinto was historically effective in creating a new discourse, while the earlier word jin dd was not. Through its very existence the concept of Shinto changed kami worship, as speculations around this concept gave rise to new forms of practice and new doctrines. More over, the emergence of this concept serves as an indication of social, political, and economic changes in the field of kami worship.
O n a factual level,I hope to have made a convincing case for two contentions: first, that the character combination 神道 was first read shintd after the term had been conceptualized一 probably at some point in the fourteenth century, by 1419 at the latest. Secondly, that the term was related to the Ytjtng only in the twelfth century, and not at the staee of the h ino n shoki, as has been argued by, for example, Fukunaea Mitsuji and Kuroda Toshio. An additional indication in this direction is that in surviving records of lectures on the Nihon shoki from the Heian period， no special attention is given to the term jindd nor is it related in any way to the cosmogony. This is in fact not even the case in Urabe Kanekata5 s Shaku 釈日本ホ己(ca. 1275)， a strik ingly "orthodox" commentary on the Nihon shoki that gives us an overview of traditional Nihon shoki philology at the court. Here we find no trace of the esoteric/Daoist speculation that is so prominent in almost all other contemporary writings on the kami; as such, this work appears completely out of touch with contemporary developments, and thus underlines the novelty of the emerging concept of Sninto.
Relating to the nature of shin t o ，I am myself surprised to come to the conclusion that imperial rule was not one of its central topics. O f course, there are echoes of the ancient Ritsuryo system of nationwide court offerings to the kami, and also of the mythological theme of clan power as grounded in kami power. However, the discourse of Shinto would seem to move away from， rather than expand on these themes. It was the realm oi pngi rather than Shinto that was imperial, and as the jin g i were " S h in t o iz e d ， ， ，th e y shed much of their clan-based particularity to become universal emblems of something other than clan power.
The same tendency is pointed out by Yamamoto Hiroko in her analysis of medieval transformations of classical kami myth. She shows that in a range of Kamakura-period writings on the kami, even the tale of the descent of Ninigi， the imperial grandson and first divine ruler of Japan， ceased to function as a divine precedent for imperial rule; instead, Ninigi became the "king of the one-pronged v a jr a ， ， ，a cosmic figure who embodies the presence of the Dharma realm in Japan (Yam amoto 1998， ch. 3) . This new N in ig i was n o t invoked to construe a new centralized emperorship, but had his home in esoteric initia tions performed by and for people who had no connection whatsoever with the imperial court, ^hmto, too, emerged not as a political or ide ological reassertion of kami-legitimated imperial rule, but rather as a privatized offshoot of the jin g i system of ancient times. Through shintd kanjd, initiates from the ranks of mountain ascetics and shrine monks acquired such imperial attributes as the "mudra of rule over the four seas" (shikai ryosho in 四海領掌印， performed by emperors during their enthronement unction), and even the three regalia.52 This Shinto, then, signalled a dispersal or imperial symbolism rather than an attempt at concentrating kami power in a narrow hierarchy headed by the "real" emperor.
In this respect，Shinto changed dramatically once more in the course of the late medieval and early modern periods. The reinven tion of Shinto by Yoshida Kanetomo in the fitteenth century was a first step towards the reassertion or imperial control over Shinto-and, through Shinto, over shrines. The medieval dispersal of imperial sym bolism, and the spread or shrine cults to all layers of the population, laid the foundations for a further stage in the development of Shinto as a concept. At this stage, Shinto for the first time linked the imperial cult of clan kami to popular shrine practice, a link that was eiven con crete form by the expansion of court control (through the Yoshida and Shirakawa lineages) over local village shrines.53 Here too, the kami emerge as something primeval, pure, and pre-Buddhist, and Shinto takes the form of a teaching of attaining purity through a return to this primordial entity-but tms time in a confucian or nativist garb rather than in a Buddhist or Daoist one. These later developments, though, will need to be examined in much more detail elsewhere.
I feel compelled to close this essay by pointing out some of its many limitations, mrst of a l l ，a danger inherent in the methodology of con ceptual history is that the reader is left with the impression that the changes described here were somehow driven by the semantic struc ture of the word jindd or shintd itself. This is of course not the case. When jindd was given a new meaning and a new reading, this was a conscious act by someone whose background, context, intentions, dis cursive position, and audience we need to investigate. When others adopted the new shintd and developed it further as a concept， they too had their own reasons. These are problems that cannot be solved through a semantic analysis of the word as attempted here.
Finally, I want to stress that while my analysis supports Kuroda5 s view that Shinto did not exist in classical and early medieval Japan, this does not, of course, in any way deny the existence of the classical jin g i system as a central element of Japanese imperial and clan rule, or the importance of kami worship in various social contexts. Rather, by approaching Shinto from the viewpoint of conceptual history, a vital distinction is maintained between the concept of Shinto, the practice of kami worship, and the institutionalized Jingi system. I believe that it is absolutely essential to make this distinction if we are to avoid serious misunderstandings and misinterpretations. Kami worship occurred both within the jin g i system and outside it, both at shrines and tem ples, both in a Shinto context and otherwise. Together, kami worship, the jin g i system， and Shinto form a triangle consisting of three closely related but at the same time very different sides， each with its own his torical development. If we fail to distinguish between them, we lose sight of the dynamics that formed all three of them. Writing Shinto out of ancient and early medieval Japanese history, then, is not the same as denying the importance of either kami worship or the jin g i system during these periods. Rather, I argue that by analyzing the transformation or jindd into Shinto, wmch formed one of the sides of this triangle, new light can be shed on the other two.
